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Abstract—The proliferation of mobile devices allows financial
institutions   to   offer   remote   customer services, such as
remote account opening. Bad actors can easily manipulate
identity document images using modern image processing soft-
ware. This represents a low-cost, high-risk threat to modern
financial systems, opening these institutions to fraud through
crimes related to identity theft. In this paper we describe
our exploratory research into the application of biomedical
imaging algorithm, the Meijering filter, to the domain of
document recapture detection in the mobile channel. We
perform a statistical analysis to compare different types of
recaptured documents and train a support vector machine
classifier on the raw histogram data generated using the
Meijering filter. The results show that there is potential in
biomedical imaging algorithms, such as the Meijering filter,
as a form of texture analysis that help identify recaptured
documents.

Keywords—image processing, image filtering, identity docum-
ent  images,  document  recapture  detection,  biomedical
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional onboarding and Know Your Customer (KYC)
channels for financial institutions are slow, inefficient, and
costly [1]. As a result, remote customer onboarding services
and electronic Know Your Customer (eKYC) services are
seen as a viable alternative to traditional methods and
help reduce costs and friction experienced by customers
signing up for services. Financial institutions, including
retail banking institutions, are increasingly including eKYC
services within mobile banking apps, including the ability
to open a new account remotely. The perception is that
mobile devices are more secure than shared PCs and they
allow for a more personal eKYC journey. However, the
downside of such services is the ease at which a bad actor
can use modern digital imaging software to manipulate
identity documents, exposing financial institutions to fraud
[2]. The consequences of fraud are significant. In 2022, the
UK National Crime Agency reported that money laundering
cost the UK economy in the region of “hundreds of billion
pounds per year”1.

The objective of this research is to develop a new method
of identity document recapture detection that is explainable,

1https://www.parliament.uk/business/lords/media-centre/house-of-lords-
media-notices/2022/november-2022/the-government-must-take-the-fight-
to-the-fraudsters-by-slowing-down-faster-payments-and-prosecuting-
corporates-for-failure-to-prevent-fraud/

simple to implement and transparent. As described in
the next section, the state-of-the-art mechanisms rely on
modern machine learning techniques such as Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs). While CNNs have proven to be
extremely useful in this domain, they lack transparency
because it is not clear how they make decisions as their
reasoning is learned, not programmed; this makes CNNs
black boxes. Real world eKYC situations demand more
than this, and GDPR explicitly demands that any automated
AI system must be transparent and explainable2. CNNs, or
any other complex neural network architecture cannot meet
this legal requirement, therefore any solution based solely
on this technology puts an onus on the institution to explain
their decision making.

Motivated by the risk of identity theft and fraud can result
in serious reputational damage to financial institutions. In
this paper, we introduce our exploratory research demon-
strating the potential application of the biomedical imaging
algorithm, the Meijering filter, to the domain of recaptured
identity document detection.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II
presents a brief overview of the related work in this area;
Section III introduces the data set used in this research, the
statistical analysis, the support vector machine classifier and
an analysis of the classification results; Section IV provides
a discussion about the limitations of this exploratory re-
search, a conclusion and the scope of future work. The main
contribution of this work is to demonstrate that imaging
filters developed in the biomedical domain have potential
to be reused for new applications.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Data Sets

The Mobile Identity Document Video (MIDV) data set
is a collection of data sets released by Smart Engines3

consisting of recaptured identity documents. Released in
2018, 2019 and 2020 respectively, these data sets are
referred to as MIDV-500 [3], MIDV-2019 [4] and MIDV-
2020 [5]. The main purpose of the MIDV data sets is to
study the effects that mobile captures of identity documents
have on document processing technologies such as Optical

2A good AI & GDPR primer is available at
https://www.linklaters.com/en/insights/blogs/digilinks/ai-and-the-gdpr-
regulating-the-minds-of-machines

3https://smartengines.com/
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Character Recognition (OCR) and Machine Readable Zone
(MRZ) processing.

Kumar et al. [6] describe an algorithm that can produce
synthetic passports, driver’s licenses and Visa stickers and
made 15,000 images available publicly. The goal of this
data set is to study the detection of forged character sets,
a leading indicator of forged documents. Special character
sets are used in official documents that are readily identi-
fiable by humans, but not by machines. Work in forgery
detection include Beusekom et al. [7] who developed a
technique of forgery detection to check for text-line ro-
tation and mis-alignments. Shang et al. [8] developed a
forgery detection technique based on character distortions
introduced due to printing on common printers. James et al.
[9] approach the problem as a graph comparison problem.
Kumar et al. have produced a very useful tool as it allows
development of new synthetic data sets.

Soares et al. [10] publicly released the Brazilian Identity
Document (BID) data set, consisting of synthetic identity
documents generated based on templates from genuine
documents. The purpose of this data set is to advance the
domain of document segmentation and Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) research. The researchers intentionally
add variation to their data set to improve the robustness of
any future work. The data set from Soares et al. is used as
the basis for this research.

Some identity document data sets exist on Kaggle, such
as the ”Identity Card” data set4, the ”Identity Image” data
set5 and the ”identitydocuments” data set6. The ”Identity
Card” data set contains 19 images of passports, but these
are extremely low resolution of open source sample images.
The ”Identity Image” data set does not contain any images
of identity documents. The ”identitydocuments” data set
contains images of identity documents, including many
images from the BID data set [10].

The BID data set from Soares et al. [10] is used as the
base data set in this research because it best represents the
structure of an official identity document.

B. Document Recapture and Forgery Detection

Berenguel et al. [11] developed a system using image
acquisition from a mobile device for counterfeit detection.
Their research focused on Spanish identity documents and
counterfeit bank notes. Identity documents are captured us-
ing a mobile device, cropped and uploaded for assessment.
The disadvantage of their solution is that it requires model
generation per document type, increasing complexity as the
number of document types increase.

Yang et al. [12] developed a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) based solution to detect recaptured images.
Their research is not focused on recaptured identity doc-
uments, rather they reused images from existing data sets
[13,14] consisting of general photographs. Their data set
consists of 10,000 genuine and 10,000 recaptured images.
All images are 512×512 pixels in size, which is consid-
erably low resolution when compared to the capabilities
of modern mobile cameras. Their contribution is to add a

4https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/omrastogi/identity-card-dataset
5https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/sdfasfas/identity-image-dataset
6https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/sbardelatti/identitydocuments

Laplician filter into the CNN as an enhancement layer and
they report an classification accuracy of 99.74%.

Berenguel et al. [15] proposed a Counterfeit Recurrent
Comparator (CRC) network design to spot the difference
between genuine identity documents and counterfeit doc-
uments. The CRC design is based on research on the
human perception system [16]. In this work, the researchers
reused a data set from their own work [17] that consists
of identity documents and counterfeit bank notes. The
document is split into 224×224 patches and the CRC
network iterates over all the patches until the complete
document is assessed. The CRC network performance is
compared to that of PeleeNet [18] and they achieve a mean
AUC score of 0.984, outperforming PeleeNet.

Chen et al. [19] proposed a Siamese network design
to detect recaptured documents. The network components
typically perform the feature extraction process, allowing
for direct comparison of the extracted features using a
loss function. They created a database of 320 captured
and 2627 recaptured document images based on generated
synthetic data. Chen et al. achieved 6.92% APCER and
8.51% BPCER by their proposed network.

C. The Meijering Filter

Introduced by Meijering et al. [20], this technique was
designed to assist the analysis of neurite growth of fluores-
cence images. Conceptually, this can be considered a form
of texture detection where the neurite is the textured object
being detected against the background. Texture detection is
a technique previously used for recapture detection [17,21].
The downside of these approaches is that they do not target
identity documents specifically, or they rely on neural net-
works and hand-crafted feature extraction techniques for the
best results. Hand crafted feature extraction techniques may
overfit the training data and neural networks are black boxes
as their reasoning is learned, not programmed, meaning
their reasoning cannot be relied upon under GDPR. The
Meijering filter is used in this research as a feature detection
technique for recaptured documents. The premise is that the
Meijering filter will be able to detect residual features due
to the texture of the document substrate, in this case, printer
paper.

III. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

A. The Data Set

We introduce a new data set of recaptured images for
use in this research that will be publicly released in parallel
with this paper. This data set contains 104 images from the
BID data set that are printed and recaptured using iPhone8
and iPhone12 mobile devices. Each document image was
printed using a HP Envy Inkjet 4500 and Lexmark XC4140
laser printer and recaptured twice, once just as a raw
paper print out and again as a paper print out with a
plastic covering to mimic the surface of a genuine identity
document. The BID data set contains document images in
landscape and portrait form. When printed, the landscape
images consume the entire A4 page whereas the portrait
one consumes approximately half an A4 page, i.e., A5. The
size of the portrait images has the added benefit of being
approximately the same size as passport documents when
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held open. For this reason, only portrait document images
are selected for inclusion in this data set. Documents are
selected incremental based on the BID file naming scheme,
starting at document 00000001. Some document images
contain too much noise and are excluded from the data
set, documents 0000053, 0000094 and 0000154 are good
examples of this. This data set contains a total of 832
recaptured documents. The dimensions of each document
image is 1344 by 848 pixels and they are in the JPEG
Format (JFIF). Throughout this paper, these recaptured
images are collectively referred to as the printed recaptured
images.

B. Screen Recaptured Documents

This research is at the exploratory phase and it is
necessary at this point to have a ground truth data set
as a reference in order to determine the applicability of
our research and measure how well, or poorly, our ideas
are performing. It was necessary to generate a synthetic
data set to represent the ground truth because no ground
truth data sets are available for reuse. The synthetic data
set was created using the same BID images and mobile
devices used in the creation of the data set described in
Section III-A. The synthetic data set is generated from
BID recaptured images displayed on a Dell monitor. While
images recaptured on a screen are not the same as those
of a real recaptured identity document, it aids this research
because the surface texture of screen recaptured images will
be different to printed recaptures, allowing this research to
analyse the differences in surface texture and we believe
that a similar effect would be seen in real recaptured
identity documents. The images in the synthetic data set are
collectively referred to in this paper as the screen recaptured
images and, in the absence of any real data, act as a proxy
for genuine recaptured documents in this research.

C. Data Processing

In this research work, Python scripts were used to
process all of the recaptured images and the data processing
pipeline is represented in Fig. 1. The Meijering filter is
used as the feature extraction process on all the recaptured
images. The Meijering filter was applied to each image
using the out-of-the-box implementation from Scikit-Image
using only the default parameters 7. The Meijering filter
implementation can only be applied to a single channel,
therefore images are loaded as greyscale images. After
applying the Meijering filter to all the images in the data
set, it was observed that screen recaptured images contained
unique artifacts close to the edges of the image, indicating
where the identity document image transitioned to the
screen background. These artifacts, while interesting in
their own right, are not what we expect to see in genuine
recaptured documents, therefore all images generated by
the Meijering filter are cropped to remove these artifacts
by removing the bordering 50 pixels from each side of the
image. An example of the border artifact is shown in Fig.
2. All images are stored using the viridis colour space as
this best highlighted the features extracted by the Meijering

7https://scikit-image.org/docs/dev/api/skimage.filters.html

filter. Histograms are generated from the grayscale repre-
sentations of the cropped images, as shown in Part B of
Fig. 1. In this instance, the histogram represents the binned
distribution of the grayscale intensity value in the image,
the grayscale value ranging from 0 to 255. Each intensity
value indicates the frequency of this value in the image.
A bin value of 1 is used to provide the highest possible
resolution for the histogram. Each histogram represents
a distribution that will be used to measure the different
between screen recaptured images and printed recaptured
images. Image processing scripts are written in Python,
version 3.8.5, Scikit-Image version 0.19.3 and OpenCV
4.4.0.42.

D. Chi Squared Test

The Chi Squared test is a statistical method used to
measure differences in frequencies of categorical variables
[22]. It also applies to binned distributions of categorical
variables. A histogram is a distribution of binned intensity
values, therefore the Chi Squared statistical test is used here
to measure the frequency differences across each bin from
the two distributions.

The Chi Squared test is used to compare the histograms
of the screen recaptured and printed recaptured images.
The histograms represent 256 individual intensity values
for each image and the Chi Squared test is applied to
these distributions directly. A Chi Squared test is performed
for each screen recaptured document against each printed
recapture, resulting in 416 Chi Squared test results. All 416
Chi Squared results are statistically significant at p<0.001
for each device.

E. Student t-test

The Student t-test is a parametric statistical method
used to measure the difference of the means between two
different distributions [22]. The main idea is that if the
samples are from the same underlying group, then their
mean values will be similar. Any deviation from this can
indicate that their samples are not from the same underlying
group.

Eight independent Student t-tests are used to compare
the distribution of the median pixel values from the screen
recaptured images against the printed recaptured images for
each mobile device. In this way, the screen recaptured im-
ages are compared to the printed (inkjet and laser) and the
plastic covered printed images (inkjet and laser) for each
device. 104 screen median pixel values are compared to
the 416 median pixel values for the recaptured images. The
results of the Student t-tests show a statistically significant
difference exists between the median pixel values for the
screen recaptured images and the printed recaptured images
at p<0.001.

F. Mann-Whitney U Test

The Mann-Whitney U statistical test is a non-parametric
equivalent of the t-test, comparing the central tendency of
different groups, assuming that each group is independent.

Eight Mann-Whitney U test were used to compare the
median pixel values of the screen recaptured images against
the printed recaptured images for the same mobile device.
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Fig. 1. The image processing pipelines applied to all the images in the data set. Part A represents the initial data processing while part B represents
the histogram data generation.

Fig. 2. The boarder artifacts visible in screen recaptured images generated by the Meijering filter. Images are shown in the viridis colour space, which
is the default for matplotlib. (A) Original. (B) After cropping.

In this way, the screen recaptured images are compared
to the printed (inkjet and laser) and the plastic covered
printed images (inkjet and laser) for each device. 104 screen
recaptured median pixel values are compared to the 416
median pixel values for the recaptured images. The results
of the Mann-whitney tests show a statistically significant
difference exists between the median pixel values for the
screen recaptured images and the printed recaptured im-
ages.

G. Building a Classifier

The statistical results in the previous section are encour-
aging. To add more confidence to these results, a machine
learning classification model was trained to see how it
would perform using the data generated from the Meijering
filter. We decided to use a simple classification algorithm
that minimises the number of hyper-parameters and for this
reason, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm was
chosen. Previous research has shown the SVM classifier to
be useful in this domain [21,23]. Other benefits of the SVM
algorithm is that of explanability and it is considered one
of the best out of the box classifiers [24,25]. No effort was
made to clean the data set before training.

The SVM classifier was trained to distinguish between
the screen and printed recaptured images. The input features
for the SVM are the histogram intensity values generated
from the Meijering filtered images and each input is as-
signed a class label. The SVM is being used as a binary
classifier, therefore a class value of 0 was used as a label
for screen recaptured images and a class value of 1 was
used as the label for printed recaptured images.

In order to generate sufficient classification accuracy
scores, twenty different seeded tests were run, each using
stratified 10 fold cross validation, resulting in 200 accuracy

scores for each test. These results allow statistical analysis
of the accuracy score distributions. The SVM was trained
using Python 3.8.5 and scikit-learn 1.2.2.

H. Results

Across all the 200 tests for each recapture type, the
iPhone8 produced a mean APCER 15.45% and mean
BPCER 24.40% while the iPhone12 produced a mean
APCER 29.35% and mean BPCER 24.05%. The iPhone8
produced a mean AUC 0.803 while the iPhone12 produced
a mean AUC 0.732.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The Data Set

The BID data set [10] was used as the source data set
in this research and it was chosen as it best represents an
identity document data set. However, the data set is not
without issues. This data set was released to help advance
the domain of document segmentation and OCR and, as a
result, the researchers intentionally added variation to the
document structure and textual features. An example of the
impact of this variation is seen in Fig. 3.

This variation is not representative of a true identity
document where consistency is a key security feature.
They also intentionally censors the facial images on the
documents that obscures legitimate variation that will exist
in identity documents. Several documents in the BID data
set are also of extremely low quality. Images 0000053,
0000094 and 0000154 are examples of this and are ex-
cluded from this research. Another added inconsistency
is different coloured backgrounds, variation that is not
representative of true identity documents. Despite this, due
to the limited data sets in this domain, these limitations
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Fig. 3. Artifacts added to the BID data set to assist with document segmentation result in features extracted by the Meijering filter that would not
exist otherwise. (A) An example where the authors added bold borders around the biographic textual fields. (B) Obtained by applying the Meijering
filter to image A, clearly shows that the artifacts added in Image A result in distinct bright lines where the bold borders were introduced.

are accepted and discussed here to highlight the potential
impact on the results of this research.

As part of this exploratory research, it was necessary
to generate a data set to represent ”genuine” document
recaptures in order to measure the effectiveness of the
Meijering filter as a feature extraction technique. This was
prepared by recapturing the original BID documents from
a computer monitor. This is problematic as these screen
recaptures are obviously not genuine document recaptures,
but given the lack of data in this domain, no other option
existed. This is a common issue in this domain of research
and needs to be taken into account when considering the
results and how they can be applied to real-world scenarios.
However, this was justified because after a manual evalu-
ation, the interesting artifacts generated by the Meijering
filter on paper document images were not present in the
screen recaptures, further adding to the confidence that the
Meijering filter can be used to detect document recaptures.
However, it is noted that screen recapture introduces unique
artifacts that had an impact on the SVM classification
results and we cannot rule out that other screen recaptures
would produce different results. More research is required
to ascertain conclusively if the monitor recaptures are not
unduly influencing the results of this research.

V. CONCLUSION

The objective of this research was to show that medical
imaging algorithms can be useful in the domain of identity
document recapture detection. We have demonstrated that
the Meijering filter can produce unique features present in
printed recaptured identity documents that are not present
in the same documents captured via screen capture. We
then used a support vector machine, trained on the raw
histogram data of the recaptured documents after applying
the Meijering filter. The iPhone8 produced a mean APCER
15.45% and mean BPCER 24.40% while the iPhone12
produced a mean APCER 29.35% and mean BPCER
24.05%. Initial assessment is that these results do not
compare well when compared to results published by Chen
et al. The iPhone8 produced a mean AUC 0.803 while
the iPhone12 produced a mean AUC 0.732 and this also
compares poorly with the results published by Berenguel
et al. After further consideration, taking into account the
simplified approach to transform and classify the data, as
well as the small test data set used in each test, these
results demonstrate that document recapture detection using

the Meijering filter is worth further investigation. We have
shown that it is possible to distinguish between screen
recaptured documents (a proxy for the genuine cohort) and
physical printed documents, and this is very encouraging.
The limited number of samples in the test data set also
contribute to the error rates that seem high because a single
mis-classification will result in a minimum error rate of 9%.

This exploratory research has demonstrated that the Mei-
jering filter can be used successfully to identify recaptured
documents under the right conditions, but further work is
required to ascertain if these conditions can be extrapolated
into real-world scenarios with real-world data.
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